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Race Track Schedule

This Saturday is the Pacific ClassicThis Saturday is the Pacific Classic
Range closes at 1:00pm - last ball sold at 12:00pm.
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If you have any questions, please

Contact us >

What's your gameplan for 
the next two months?

The Majors are past us. But the best part of the golf season isn't. August and

especially September are great months for golf.
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So, what are you going to do with the next 10 weeks? What are you going

to do to improve your game? Can you make more golfing connections?

Want to play better golf? 

Contact us.

Center of Gravity (CoG)
matters

 

To old & young, male & female, skilled &To old & young, male & female, skilled &
inexperiencedinexperienced

 

Whether you swing your driver particularly fast or very slow, the CoG

location of your driver impacts significantly on your tee shot performance

and playing experience.
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Especially to those with slower swing

speeds or those with very, very fast

swing speeds the difference in tee

shot improvement we can create,

just by changing launch conditions,

can be beyond 40 yards. That’s not

just a great feeling when you hit the

ball further; that could mean an

easier #8 iron second shot vs. a more

dif cult #5 iron. Who wouldn’t want

that?

 

Fix your millimeters and yardsFix your millimeters and yards
Get every yard off the tee your potential deserves. Come and have a tee

shot assessment and let's see how we can add 20, 30 and even more yards

to your tee shots.

 

Contact us >Contact us >
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It’s time to do something
 

This is wrong, let's reverse the trendThis is wrong, let's reverse the trend
 

Between 2002 and 2012, the incidence of type-2 diabetes in children

increased by 5% according to research done for the Center for Disease

Control and Prevention. Further research indicates that we can expect to

see an even faster acceleration by 2022.

 

 

 

You might think that golf isn’t a sport or activity that burns the most

calories. You might think that there are more intense sports. But you’ll

struggle to find a sport that gives a child so much.

 



 

We know golf is good for childrenWe know golf is good for children
If you have a child or grandchild, then let’s get them started playing golf.

We’ll make it fun and enjoyable, social, and active. We want them to be

healthier for their whole life. We want them to have those 5 years back. It’s

time to do something.

 

Contact us for an assessment >Contact us for an assessment >
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This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Matt Clay and is provided as a

service for the members and guests of Del Mar Golf Center and has been supported

and sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For any queries

contact us on 858-509-5130.
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